
ADDENDUM TO SUPERFINE AND CIYPERFINE STRUCTURES IN Tf IE v, BAND OF =SF6: 
EVIDENCE FOR A TENSOR SPIN-VIBRATION INTERACI’ION IN SPIIERICAL TOPS ” 

Firstly. :I v&w of the tensor spin-vibration coupling constant is tleduocd from the values of the effective 
tensor spin-rotnlion c0Ilslmt in the txcitrd vitxilional state thanks 10: 
(i) an improved fit of the structure of P(4)F, 
(ii) the analysis of it well-resolved structure of the R(29)F,‘Ff cluster. 

Secondly. Wtl b:lvc corrected an erroneous reduced matrix element of i1 nucltm- spin OpcXiltOr which 
results in it slight modification in the R(28)A’i pattern; so WC give ;I corrcctstl figure 1 of I which also 
includes ohserved CUE calcukltcd structures of R(29)F,‘Ff. We s&c this occasion to publish a computcr- 
chtxkcd table of all the relevant nuclear spin reduced mntris elemcnis. 

2. Tensor spin-rotation and spin-vibr;ltion coupling constants 

As pointed out in paper I the spin-vibration interaction can always bc taken into account through an 
dfective spin-rotation constant for each (J, R. I) manifold. This stems from the fact that the two 
interaction hnmiltonians diffa- only through their rovibrational rcduccd matrix rlemcnts. In the ~1st: of the 

tensor interactions. eqs. (57) and (31) of paper I give the following factor between the matrix elements: 
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Fig. I. Strucrurc of the x*: band of -“SF, =ith increasing resolution: (a) cnxelopc of the P. Q and R branches recorded with ;1 
con\sntionaI grating spectrometer: (b) Doppler-limited semiconductor diode laser spectrum exhibiting the tensor fine structure of 
I-minifolds: the aupcrfins structure of clusters is resohrd only in the saturation spectrum; (c) obtained with ;1 free-running waveguide 
CO, I~cr. finnlly hyprrfinr structurfi are clrclrly resolved on saturation spscrrct; (d) obtained with a frequency-cotitrolled 
spectrometer (phas4ock.:d wwrguide CO, I.trer [3]). For compxison calculntrd spectra are displayed below observed structures.. 



where = 

= (15/2)“‘(2R + 1)(25 + l)[ I( 1 + 1)(21+ I)] I” 

(J. R/jI[/‘“-” x D”*“]“*“ll J. RI) 
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Fig. 2. Nomogram (71 for R(29)FfFG Hhich enables one to r&ts each feature in the spectrum to the pattern of levels. Eigenvalues are 

drttwn~along they axis (x a.&) for the lower (upper) vibrational stttte. Each allowed transition between two eigenvalues defines a point 
in the .xy plane and the Fpectrum is obtained by a 45 degree projection of the set of points onto a horizontal line. In the case of 

crossovers involving two transitions the point to be projected is locate~d halfway between the two points defined by the two transitions. 
The labels F, T, C, I of the levels include the total angular tnomentum F, the parity T. the 0, symmetry species C and the total nuclear 
spin I; however states with identical F and T are strongly mixed and, for F = J and J +- 1, C and f_ lose completely their physical 

meaning; the labels C and I which are quoted in the figure are those associated with the largest components of the eigenvectors. 



So. in the excited state and for given values of J. R and 1. the effect of the spin-vibration interaction can 
be taken into account by replacing c,, with c,, + X(J. R_ /)A, where A, denotes the tensor spin-vibration 
coupling constant (hA, is equal to the constant X of eq. (57) of paper I). Thus. to determine A, one can 
proceed as we did to obtain the scalar spin-vibration constant A [I]: measure effective tensor spin-rotation 
constants in the excited state in several (J. R. I) manifolds and try to relate them to a unique value of A,. 
This approach will now be illustrated in the cast of R(29)FfF,’ and P(4)Ft. 

(a) R(29)FfFi. A recent spectrum obtained with a phase-locked \vavegttide laser [3] is displayed in fig. 
l_ In addition to the 12 individual hyprrfine components of the vibration-rotation lines. it shows crossover 
resonances with upper and lower common levels as illustrated by the nomogram of fig. 2. With the other 
constants fixed to their ~~lluets given in paper 1. the positions of these various components yield equations 
for the tensor spin-rotation constants in both states. The values obtained for c,, are -4_60(f0.05) and 
-4_SO( kO.05) kHz for the io\ver and upper states respectively in addition. in u3 = I. we have added -9 
kHz to the energy of the F7 vibration-rotation state calculated \vith rtUJJ :tnd rzzJ_ This vibration-rotation 
correction is measured on the spectrum and is probably due to terms off-diagonal in R or to sixth-order 
terms. The value of -4.60 kHz for the ground state c, is quite consistent with the uncertainty given for 1~~1 
in ref. [J]. 

(b) P(4)F,_ As announced in a note added in proof to paper I. a large change in the ~*nlue of c,, in the 
etsciteJ state gives 21% itnprovai fit for P(4)F,: this is shown in fig. 3 where P(cl)F, is drawn with 
c;,( Lag = 0) = -4.60 kHz (in :tgrcemsnt \vith R(29)F,‘F;‘) and c*,,( lv3 = I) = - 1.90 kHz. 

235.% a 

Fi_r. ?. part of the P(1) m.mifoId. Top: sup~rx~nic hear.; .psctrum. htiddk: saturation spectt-ttm obtained with .t free-running laser in a 

roan-tcmpsr~ture cell (dutunings XC in MHz from Q(3S)E”). Bottom: the P(4)Ft component recorded with tt frequency offset-locked 

\\nre&dr l~cr is compared xrith the cAzul.tted spectrum. 



The constant A, which can be deduced from the P(4)F, case is equal to -6.75 kHz which in turn gives 
-4.83 kHz for c,,(u, = 1) in R(29) in good agreement with the measured value. Any step further in 
accuracy requires the introduction of a true intrinsic dependence of the effective L;, on vibration (besides 
the effect of-A,); this affects the value of c,(o> = 2) by a quantity estimated to be less than 0.1 kH& which 
has a negligible influence in the cases of P(4)F, and R(29)F,‘Fj. 

3_ Reduced matrix elements of nuclear spin operators 

To calculate hyperfine structures. we need the numerical values of (I. C’.JN$$“‘II I’. C<) (see rq. (4) of 
I); these reduced matrix elements (RMEs) have been tabulated for various nuclear spin operators with the 
symmetry-adapted nuclear spin state vectors given in ref. [S]. The diagonal RMEs can be found in ref. [5] 
and the diagonal and off-diagonal RMEs of the elementary rank-one operators only are given in ref. [6]. 
The RMEs of rank-two operators can be calculated either directly from the Wigner-Eckart theorem or can 
be deduced (as we did) from the rank-one operator RMEs and the formula: 

(I, csIIII(l_“X ,‘l.c’,]‘~.c-~,,,~C~) = (_ Q’+“+J( _I)cs+c;+~“‘[J]1/2[C,,]‘/2 

(4) 

In order to make the comparison easier with some of the values already published in the above-men- 
tioned liternture. wr give in table 1, the non-zrro RMEk of 

(i) the elementary operators I(‘*” (in agreement with ref. 161). 
(ii) the operators c,~.lS(z.c) with C = E,. FZS which we used in paper I. 
(iii) the operators c,c,S “‘~‘1~) which may be needed in a near future. 
The operators c,c,S(L.c) are defined in eq. (44) of ref. [5] by 

C&S ‘Ix-)= f{[ I’l.c,,x ~‘I.c,,]c~.~~+[~(I.c2’x p.c;‘]‘~.c’} 

and are related to the operators [I x I]‘A.c’ which we introduced in I. 
In particular for the operators with k = 2 which we use. we have straightforwardly: 

(5) 

[I X 1]?;$’ = C 1 C 1 (Cu~~)(C’u’~i)(C”u”~j) 
i.J C’.o’ C”.o” C”‘.o”’ 
I -=j 

x [c~~I]I/~cuc.crc..,~~~~~~c”‘[ ]“_C”‘x p_c”‘]“.y-‘, (6) 
where the (Calij) and (Cali) are the coefficients given in tables 2 ” and 1 of 1 and Fo~~I;‘I~“e are the 3-C 
symbols of the 0, group. The LY= are the inverse of the factors appearing in eq. (25) of 1 between I(‘*‘=’ and 
~,(Cu~k)l(‘)“: a,,_, = 6-‘I’, aE = -l/2 and (TV, = 2- ‘/’ ( Note that 6”’ is actually missing in (25) and 
must be added). Fmally. (6) leads to: 

(7) 

* In table 2 of I. rmrf should read - l/4 instead of -l/2 for (EkZ126). 



One can easily check the relationships bet\veen ciF_ cl:. (I:‘. d; and cf,. d, given in (51) nnd (53) of I from 
(7) and from the expression of the hamiltonian (eq. (49) of I). 

Except for four vA.~es which must be corrected in table S of ref. [5] and which we designate with an 
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asterisk in our table I, the two tables ;1re in agreement. The transposed RMEs can be deduced through the 
formula 

4. Conclusion 

As a conclusion. we emphasize that. with this addendum, we have completed a first phase in the analysis 
of hyperfine spectra of SF, where the main interaction terms in the hamiltonian have been demonstrated 
from a limited number of structures. The next phase. which makes use of a large number of more precise 
structures measured with the phase-locked waveguide CO, laser [3J. requires the introduction of higher-order 
terms in the hamiltonian and is presently being pursued_ 
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